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PRESS RELEASE
Ultra Electronics - USSI Receives Multiple Orders
From The Seattle Police Department For Acoustic
Hailing Devices
Columbia City, Indiana (October 26, 2012): Ultra Electronics – USSI announces today
that the Seattle Police Department has purchased multiple HS-14 Acoustic Hailing
Devices (AHDs) incorporated with added safety features, illumination, and video
recording capabilities.
The HS-14 packs a peak acoustic output of 151 dB allowing it to penetrate high
background noise environments and has the ability to reach an intended target over
1500 m. The HS-14 is tested to rigorous military standards to meet the most torturous
environmental conditions from extreme temperatures to rain, humidity, and sandstorms.
HyperSpike technology focuses on live human voice frequency spectrum, allowing an
intended target to hear crystal clear voice commands from great distances.
The Seattle Police Department will have the added capability to capture video while
using the HS-14. The operators now have the ability to record hours of video and take
still photographs of operational situations. The illumination feature added to the HS-14
will be able to illuminate the intended radius giving the operator a visible line of site of
objects.
“We paid special attention to the needs of the end customer for this sale of the HS-14 to
ensure we properly captured user requirements and engineered the right solution,” said
Patrick Allison, Director of Business Development for Audio Products at USSI. “Ultra
Electronics USSI listened to our customer about the unique features and benefits they
wanted in an AHD and as a customer-focused company we responded accordingly”.

Wattre Corporation - Founded in 2002, Wattre Corporation focuses on creating custom solutions for real world
applications. They consist of a customer focused team with 40+ years of combined experience designing both mass
produced and innovative custom technology solutions within the audio and acoustics fields. The key to their success is the
ability to identify market needs quickly and provide rapid response to custom solutions. Wattre develops products to
match clients needs and budgets. In house research and development, engineering, prototyping and manufacturing has
paved the way for their unique, patented technologies and proven track record.

